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He was also unfavorably impressed by the fact that Szapnry
could not give him the dossier which Austria had promised.
His optimism began to change to pessimism. He began to
conclude that Austria was fully determined on war with
Serbia, and was therefore unlikely to listen to mediation
proposals until punishment had been inflicted on her.
Finally, he was thrown into great excitement late in the
afternoon of July 28 by the arrival of the news that Austria
had just declared war on Serbia. His optimism evaporated
completely. He became thoroughly pessimistic, jumped
nervously to the conclusion that a European conflict was
probably inevitable, and that Russia should order mobiliza-
tion; the only question was, should it be partial or general
mobilization? This somersault in his attitude is revealed
in the series of interviews and conferences which he crowded
into the afternoon and evening of this busy Tuesday.
Early in the afternoon Sir George Buchanan called at
the Russian Foreign Office. He found that Sazonov had
received disquieting news1 from Vienna—but not yet the
iWhat this "disquieting news" was is not clear. It may possibly
have been one of three things:
 (1)	News received in Moscow on July 28 about 1:00 P.M. that Aus-
trian reservists living in Moscow were urgently instructed to report them-
selves at the Consulate (Investiff.t Comm., II, 87, Anlage 49).
 (2)	A telegram  from  the  Russian  Ambassador  in  Vienna:   "The
order for general mobilization has boon signed" (R,0,B.f 47).   Even if
this telegram is genuine, the information was unquestionably false, because,
as will be indicated later, it is certain that the order for Austrian general
mobilization was not signed until three days later—shortly before noon on
July 31.   But there are reasons for thinking that this telegram is not
genuine:   Sazonov does not cito it, but rather the Austrian declaration of
war, as the ground for Russian partial mobilization; nor is it mentioned
in Schilling's Diary; nor is it cited by the Russian General Staff or by
Dobrorolski or by Danilov in their summaries of the situation on July 28.
Montgelas and Stieve, Russland und der Weltkmfikt, p.  150 f., and
Renouvin, p. 147, think this R.O.B, document is a Russian  forgery.
Pal6ologue, however, claims (I, 35) to have heard a rumor of it on July 29.
 (3)	The news of the Austrian declaration of war against Serbia.  How-
ever, as this did not reach Nish until 12:30 P.M. one may doubt whether
it could have arrived from there at St. Petersburg by 3:00 P.M., which
Vas about the time Buchanan and Sazonov had their interview. Moreover,

